
Freedom in Christ Ministries

Teaching, Taking, and 
Training for Transformation
Have you been touched by the message of freedom? Are you searching for tools to help you disciple 

others?  Would you like to be connected with a team working together to transform our nation?

CFM University is for you!
Freedom in Christ Ministries developed CFMU to equip individuals and churches to establish a 
Community Freedom Ministry (CFM). 

CFM Training will provide biblical training through practical textbooks, online courses, opportunities for 
additional support and relational connections.

A Community Freedom Ministry is a “freedom 
presence” in a church or community and consists of 
the following:

Teaching the message of freedom (as taught in Dr. 
Neil Anderson’s best-selling books, Victory Over the 
Darkness and The Bondage Breaker)

Taking people through The Steps to Freedom in Christ 

Training individuals to take others through The Steps 
to Freedom in Christ

Special module on gathering and 
equipping leaders

and The Bondage   
 Breaker textbooks

 www.freedominchrist.com)

CFM Coordinator Track
The CFM Coordinator Track is designed for those who desire to oversee the establishing and nurturing of 
a CFM. This track includes:

The CFMU Practicum will allow you to build relationships with like-minded people; interact 

with and learn from experienced FICM personnel; be educated in principles of effective presentation; 

gain skill and experience in taking people through The Steps to Freedom in Christ; includes all training, 

materials, three meals and refreshments.

The CFM Network is available to those completing the CFM Coordinator Track.  Become an official 

Community Freedom Ministry Associate (CFMA).  There is no membership fee, but great perks.  The 

CFM Network provides ongoing encouragement, support and equipping to assist the growth and 

fruitfulness of your CFM.  Let’s Stay Connected!

For more information:  www.freedominchrist.com

CFM Student Track 
The CFM Student Track is designed to offer training for those wanting to participate in a CFM, but 

opportunities will be available.

CFM 101, Starting and Growing a CFM
This fundamental online course will not only familiarize the student with the CFM strategy, but will teach 

prayer support development and other essentials necessary to launch a local Community Freedom 

Ministry.

CFM 201, Building and Strengthening CFM Leadership (prerequisite: CFM 101)
This course is like a personal retreat for the hearts and souls of CFM leadership. You will learn to recognize 

and stand against the enemy’s attacks on your CFM, how to build your ministry team and resolve team 

conflicts.

CFM 101 and 201 each include:

At  Practicum, the ‘family’ atmosphere was absolutely wonderful!  I received much 

encouragement and help in taking people through the ‘Steps’.  We have just launched 

our CFM in Colorado Springs, with special emphasis on developing prayer coverage.  Our 

church leaders are telling us, ‘Full speed ahead!’  We have even hosted Neil and Rich for 

a weekend event.  The Lord is already raising up other people interested in CFM’s from 

other churches and towns around us! - Mr. & Mrs. H, Colorado

I had been praying about starting a CFM in my 

church for years but had not moved forward due 

to lack of knowledge.  Our CFM began 4 weeks 

after I completed the CFMU Coordinator 
Training and has been running smoothly ever 

since. - KW, New York

I liked the online course because  was very user friendly – I’m technically 

challenged.  It was easy to use and right on point. – TC, Florida

· Course textbooks (loose-leaf, 

binder ready) · Thought provoking questions

I was absolutely amazed how 

intentional the staff and Community 

Freedom Ministry Associates were 

about helping us mobilize these 

ministries. CFMU gave the participants 

the opportunity to share ideas, 

challenge each other and work with 

the material the way it best suited our 

own needs. Phenomenal privilege.

 - JP, Michigan


